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The Case

Case 02: LUCK HARVEST by Brian Van Slyke

It’s been ten years since the discovery of the scientific properties 
of Luck. It’s been five years since companies started selling bottled 
Luck. Those who can afford it purchase as much Luck as they can, 
and their lives have never been better. Those who can’t afford 
it? Well, better Luck in the next life. And the best place in the 
world to get lucky is Santa Fria, home of the world’s largest Luck 
manufacturer: LUCKY4U.

Everything seems normal on July 15th. It’s another one of those 
brutally hot Monday mornings. And just as people are rushing to 
their jobs, a white van comes barrelling through the streets, before 
screeching to a stop in front of the LUCKY4U Tower. Two masked 
men toss a body out of the vehicle, and then take off again. 

A security guard comes rushing out of the tower as the van speeds 
away. Everyone else looks at the body, keeping their distance, some 
shouting, some with their cell phones out, taking videos or pictures. 
It’s the security guard who has the bravery to walk up to the body, 
which has a note pinned to its chest by a wooden stake. The security 
guard reads it out loud: 

YOUR LUCK’S RUNNING OUT
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The City

Corrupted by: Greed

The sun always bears down on Santa Fria. When you walk the streets, 
you can feel the heat pressing against your skin. You can taste it in your 
mouth. You can see it in the air, shimmering like fitful ghosts. 

Somehow, the heat is worse downtown. The cement and steel of the new 
buildings intensifies the sun. At the center of it all is a single skyscraper, 
standing above the rest of the city like a king over his servants. Its windows 
are turqouise—an ocean of promise in the desert. There are bold, white 
letters attached to the center: LUCKY4U.

That’s the headquarters of the world’s biggest Luck manufacturer. It 
towers over everything else—a testament to their unstoppable corporate 
power.

Santa Fria has that new city look: it’s laid out in perfect grids, the buildings 
are pristine, the roads smooth and unbroken. Santa Fria is diverse, but 
all the old socio-economic divisions persist, and, in fact, are exacerbated. 
You can cross the street from one district to the next, and it’s like entering 
a different world.

In the rich parts of Santa Fria, you can find a luck dispensary at every 
corner. They’ve got big, flashy signs, and rows upon rows of those clear 
bottles with the yellow liquid that comes in any flavor you want. On 
the other side of town, the dispensaries are sparse, with bars over their 
windows and armed security outside. You wouldn’t want someone getting 
the luck they didn’t deserve, would you?

That’s life in Santa Fria. The lucky get luckier and the rich get richer.



The Districts
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Downtown

♥
Waterville

Waterville (♥) - The LUCKY4U Tower dominates 
Waterville. You can see all of Santa Fria reflecting 
off its watery-blue windows. Those who reside here 
have had their fair share of luck in life. On nights 
and weekends, Waterville turns into party central 
for the business class of Santa Fria. 

Skid Row

♣
Vulture 

Square

Vulture Square (♣) - Packed apartment skyrises 
filled with employees of LUCKY4U. They get 
almost none of the luck they’re responsible for 
bottling, labeling, shipping, and storing. A popular 
pastime is to buy a little black market luck and then 
see who can make the wildest basketball shot.

Outskirts

♠
The Sands

The Sands (♠) - Flat stretches of desert 
surrounding Santa Fria. Access to bottled Luck 
runs about as dry in The Sands as water. Those 
who do manage to get their hands on a vial of Luck 
use it mainly to buy a lottery ticket or before they 
negotiate sales for their cattle. 

Upper Crust

♦
Sunny Hills

Sunny Hills(♦) - Sunny Hills has no hills. The 
homes here are large and the lawns are always 
green. Filled with the kind of parents who slip Luck 
into their children’s sippy cups to improve their 
chances of getting into the elite private schools. 

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.



The Players
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♥ andrea strife

PRINCIPLE: “Tell no lie”
Journalist for the Santa Fria Times. Her beat is crime—usually boring, since 
Santa Fria isn’t known for being a rough town. She’s assigned to cover the 
murder at the LUCKY4U Tower, but her editor tells her not to ruffle any 
feathers. Andrea has sworn never to consume bottled Luck.

♦ Maria anderson

PRINCIPLE: “Never reveal my true self”
Maria’s life has never been better. After being promoted at an astonishing 
rate, she’s now the Director of Marketing at LUCKY4U. So when she sees 
the dead man below her office, she knows it’s going to be a PR nightmare. But 
what’s worse is that she recognizes the victim as her high school sweetheart, 
as well as her dealer of high-grade black market Luck. 

♠ deandre Holland

PRINCIPLE: “Live always with dignity”
Deandre’s family has been here longer than Santa Fria, raising cattle and 
barely scraping by. And now LUCKY4U is trying to buy his land, whether he 
wants to sell it or not—which he doesn’t. But when he sees the picture of the 
dead man blasted across his TV, it hits him that things are about to get worse: 
because that dead man is his neighbor and best friend. 

♣ luis GoMez

PRINCIPLE: “Never harm another”
Security guard for the LUCKY4U headquarters. He’s been working for five 
years, has never been late despite the long commute from Vulture Square, and 
is expecting a promotion that will make him a security guard on the inside. It’s 
all he’s wanted, until he’s shaken by a dead man on his doorstep. Because the 
dead man’s face is recognizable: it’s his estranged half-brother.



The Victim
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al striCkland 

Everyone who knew Al said he was 
a man of contradictions. He lived 
in a small manufactured house in 
the Sands, but owned expensive 
cars and luxuries. He regularly sent 
his family members lavish gifts, but 
never showed up to their parties. 
Everyone suspected that he was an 
unlicensed Luck dealer, though no 
one ever saw him consume it himself. 

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the 
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these 
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.



Setting Name #/#

The Leads

Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an 
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the 
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.
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